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Breaking Up with Evil: Escaping Coercive Control is a page-turning collection of five women’s
stories of breaking free of narcissistic abuse and coercive control. Think five Dirty John stories in
one. These five courageous women each of different backgrounds and circumstances share the
tale of loving a man they first believed to be the man of their dreams. Told in journal-like entries
they draw a clear picture of painful realizations and discoveries in their odysseys of awakening to
who it is they truly fell in love with. They leave nothing unsaid as we ride with them through their
fall from paradise and promises into a terrifying hell of confusion, sorrow, real danger, and pain
to their personal triumph in escaping the spell of coercive control. Know you’re not alone in the
battle to survive the danger, harm, confusion, and PTSD of escaping coercive control and
narcissistic abuse. Discover you’re far from crazy in your fear of a pathological user’s influence
and power in your life. If you’ve been in one of these nightmares, know they don't happen
because there’s something wrong with you, but because there’s everything wrong with these
people of no conscience and malignant intent. Take a ride through the surreal reality of what
starts as true love and promises, then turns to terror and hell. In their own words, five women
share their real-life stories of discovering the truth of who it was they fell for: a predator wearing a
mask of Prince Charming. Nothing is left unsaid as they fight for their lives to triumph in breaking
up with evil. “Time went on quicker, tighter, everything tightened and escalated after I’d lost just
about everything and he became overtly disgusted with everything around him. Finally, a
combination of numbness and knowledge that my children and I were in very real danger took
hold of me and eclipsed the fear of what he’d do if I left or any other fear or worry. As much as I
still hated to accept it, I knew that it had to end, and it had to end by me before one of those
horrible fears did happen. I had to accept that leaving or staying was life or death.” ~ Chapter 4,
Shannon, Entry No. 08, This Has to End "Thank you for all you do. Thank you for using your
experience to help and encourage others. You’ve helped me beyond what I’ll ever be able to
thank you for." ~ R.T.

From Publishers WeeklyLawyer Spence's guide to winning arguments spent 26 weeks on PW's
bestseller list.Copyright 1996 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.Review“How to Argue and Win Every Time is more than just a book about argument; it's
the outline on how to live.” ―Larry king“Gerry Spence is one of America's last true originals--a
man who thinks as brilliantly as he lives, who writes as compellingly as he talks, and who
practices law as faithfully as most people practice religion.” ―Dan Rather--This text refers to the
paperback edition.From BooklistA celebrity defense lawyer who garners quantity face-time
during publicity-soaked trials, Spence, as attentive O. J.-ers know, is the aw-shucks Wyomingite
who hates neckties, prosecutors, bankers, and pretense in general. He also hates losing an



argument, which he has rarely done in a courtroom. Here, Spence distills his bar experience into
the secrets of his success and translates that into the plain language of the real world of jobs,
romance, and child rearing. Spence exhorts readers to believe that the art of arguing is verily the
art of living, and aversion to argumentativeness only hinders people from getting what they want.
So throughout this disputation, Spence anticipates objections (which he dubs the "Lock" ) and
supplies refutations (dubbed the "Key" ). Spence's overall keys to winning are to contend without
being contentious, to persuade instead of overwhelming "the Other," and to always be credible.
Though discursive in style, Spence's prose is pointedly sharp in essence and displays unself-
consciously his own flamboyant personality. Rises above the herd in the conduct-of-life genre.
Gilbert TaylorAbout the AuthorGerry Spence has been a trial attorney for more than five decades
and proudly represents "the little people." He has fought and won for the family of Karen
Silkwood, defended Randy Weaver at Ruby Ridge, and represented hundreds of others in some
of the most notable trials of our time. He is the founder of Trial Lawyer's College, a nonprofit
school where, pro bono, he teaches attorneys for the people how to present their cases and win
against powerful corporate and government interests. He is the author of fifteen books, including
"The New York Times" bestseller" How to Argue and Win Every Time," "From Freedom to
Slavery," "Give Me Liberty," and "The Making of a Country Lawyer," and is a nationally known
television commentator on the famous trials of our time. He lives in Jackson Hole, Wyoming.--
This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From AudioFileListeners
expecting a step-by-step guide to winning arguments will be put off at first by the dramatic
reading and shameless self-disclosure of attorney Gerry Spence. The tone of this program is
more philosophical than logical. Some of the organization has a "stream-of-consciousness"
quality, which confuses momentarily but eventually comes to life as part of a larger fabric of
values and attitudes the author feels are essential. With sincerity, wisdom and a clear, deep
voice, Spence makes us overlook the eccentricity of his language and the flamboyance of his
delivery. As a course in integrity, love and talking from the heart, this program delivers in style
and substance. T.W. (c)AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Breaking Up with EvilEscaping Coercive ControlTrue Stories, Real AnswersAn SOS Projectfrom
True Love Scam Recoveryand Jennifer SmithEdited by Serena SchollBreaking Up with Evil:
Escaping Coercive ControlBlogger Industries © 2020Acknowledgement and ThanksDeep
thanks and respect to the womenwho’ve generously shared their stories here as:Caryn S.,
Tasha M., Ava K.,Shannon O., and Yumiko N.All names, places, identities and locationshave
been changed and changed again for privacy.If you think this book is about you... it isn’t.Thanks
for the generous insights and encouragementfromThanks to J.T. for the shared vision,your
kindness and endless encouragement.Thanks to E.V. for your passionand
encouragement.Thank you to A.M. for the renewed and inspiring friendship.And always, thanks
to M.S.Get to KnowI really want to thank you, Jennifer for getting the word out about these
creatures. I’d still be longing for him if it weren’t for you. ~ Tasha, SOS Partner and contributor to
Breaking Up with Evil: Escaping Coercive ControlIt’s the first thing I’ve read that totally explains
everything. Thank you so much! ~ R.M.The was amazingly eye-opening. This is the best
information and support I’ve seen so far and frighteningly accurate. Thank you. ~ M.M.What you
just said is a lot more helpful than a year’s worth of therapy I did for this. ~ L.H.Thank you for this,
it has truly validated my experience with a sociopathic husband and made me able to move
forward to a much better future! ~ T.P.Thank you! This helped me so much! Two months ago, I
ended a sick relationship with my narcissistic user “girlfriend”. What a pathological liar. ~
V.P. Your website is so dead on and your writing is compassionate and fantastic. When I feel
weak or overwhelmed, I read something from your website. It is amazingly perfect for my
situation. – J.N.R.Wow. I am so grateful... It’s nice to know that I’m not crazy and I made the right
decision to get rid of my ex-sociopath before things got worse! Thank you for the wisdom. ~
B.Wow, your article truly moved me, . The moment I realized I was scammed I went into an
emotional vortex. When the mask came off, he was such an ugly man! ~ D.L.Thank you so much
again, our recovery sessions saved me incredible amounts of grief and anxiety these past
weeks ~ I.P.Honestly, in speaking to a plethora of people over the years, it felt like you were the
one person that 100% understood the situation. ~ C.E.Keep in mind, no one robs an empty
house… We are awesome! Best quote of Jennifer Smith or ever from anyone about this! ~
A.S.Please keep educating people about this. You’re doing an amazing job and it helps me in my
recovery and healing. ~ S.W.You are one of the brightest, most intelligent and informed person I
have encountered on this subject. ~ S.I. Thank you for helping me understand this evilness. ~
R.M.Everything you write is right on point. ~ C.R.Vitally important information in your article, !!! ~
D.G.You are really an inspiration for me. I appreciate the support. I understand so much more! ~
W.C.PrologueRecovery and restoring life after narcissistic abuse is a courageous undertaking.
Brave people forge a way through this surreal reality. We decide what winning is as individual
targeted prey. It takes as long as it takes before we sort out the reality of the pathological user’s
intention in our lives.In the escape and aftermath, we each and all can fall into a downward
implosive spiral of continuing confusion and loss in the destructive force of the pathological user
- or soar infinitely expanding into humanism and connection. This individual trajectory, hopefully



one of victory is naturally shared collectively as a group of humans inhabiting the planet.In taking
up the vanguard of opening up and transforming the world’s scope of awareness of this very real
phenomenon of predator and prey, we take a stand for the direction of humanity’s future; one
moving towards deepening a reign of humanism on earth or one in which disunity, aggression,
disconnection and inhumanity hold sway.The unexpected golden piece of being ensnared and
then escaping coercive control is that simultaneously we can discover the depths of our own
inherent gorgeous humanness. The more we get to the root of these two diametrically opposed
forces of destructive or enlightened elements of human life, the more comprehensively we
recover, regenerate, and thrive.The pathological user makes use of our lack of awareness.
There’s nothing about us that makes this crime occur other than our being whole humans in the
face of an unknown deceiver. The more we accept the fact that predators exist, the more skilled
we become at recognizing them, the more their malevolent influence and effect is diminished. By
this then, the freer we are... free to trust, to love, to care, to be fully human.Always keep in mind,
no one robs an empty house.Sending all good things...Breaking Up with Evil:Escaping Coercive
ControlCHAPTERSChapter 1  Caryn S.   Page 1Chapter 2  Tasha M.  Page
60Chapter 3  Ava K.  Page 96Chapter 4  Shannon O.  Page 162Chapter 5  Yumiko
N.  Page 240Chapter EntriesNo. 01  Before We MetNo. 02  The Love StoryNo. 03  Then
There Was OddNo. 04  Something’s Not RightNo. 05  The SexNo. 06  The KidsNo. 07  Flat
Out WrongNo. 08  This Has to EndNo. 09  The End: Another Kind of HellNo. 10  A New
Reality HitsNo. 11  The Truth Inside the Love StoryNo. 12  Back to Myself and BetterNo. 13 
What I’d Tell You if I CouldCHAPTER 1Caryn S.In her first year at college Caryn meta popular
and handsomeupper classman and fell in love.They dated and married; then the nightmare
began.Caryn has three loving children.She and they now thrive free of coercive
control.CarynEntry No. 01Before We MetI was a college freshman when I first met my ex. I’d
lived a very happy childhood in a quiet suburb outside New York City. At the end of my senior
year in high school my world was shaken when my dad suddenly announced he’d been living a
double life for about eight years and was going to live with his other family. I was the youngest,
so at the time the only one home with my mom. She was obviously a wreck and it was my job to
watch over and protect her. So, going away to college was a new journey for me and a chance to
break away.Looking back on this I see how damaged I was from that. I felt as if my dad never
gave my mom a chance to fix the marriage. It was something I vowed I’d never do. I also felt used
to living in the shadows of my older siblings and even the large personalities of my parents. I was
always quiet and shy and naturally gravitated towards more outgoing types who were more
comfortable being in the spotlight. I remember exactly the first time I saw him. It was in the
cafeteria and he was joking with his friends. It was the first or second week of school. I was far
away from home and knew no one and was feeling really insecure. I felt a kind of envy over the
confidence he projected. A few weeks later as I was getting more comfortable at school, he
came to a party where I was as well. We flirted a lot and I was on cloud nine that an upper
classman was interested in me. He was handsome, an athlete, popular on campus and very



charming.CarynEntry No. 02The Love Story: Love Bombing and Sealing the DealWe started
dating and he was everything I’d ever dreamed of; he swept me off my feet. We dated for seven
years before we got married. Constantly other girls told me how lucky I was to have such a
gentleman as a boyfriend. While it made me feel good, it also had an underlying tone that I didn’t
deserve him, so at the same time this was another knock to my self-esteem and another way he
got over on me.When we first started dating it was a match made in heaven. Being in college it
seemed as if we were together 24/7. He was a gentleman and walked or drove me to my
classes, offered to pay for things and took me to some high-class restaurants and such. He
made sure to include me in every part of his life. Made me feel important, needed, wanted, loved
and cherished. He was fiercely protective of me. The beginning was pretty wonderful. He
showed me things I’d only dreamed of and he made me feel I deserved those things. I felt with
him I could achieve something bigger and better. I felt with him I’d met the man of my dreams
and I was intent on never letting anything take that away from me.CarynEntry No. 03Then There
Was OddMy family was middle class; his was upper class from a very wealthy neighborhood
and I’d never before felt such a disparity. In subtle ways he’d put down my hometown, my family
and my life before him. He had a lightness in the way he said it, so it made me appreciate all he’d
opened my life to. When we met, I was studying art; he’d joke it was a hobby. I grew up in New
Jersey; he never failed to roll his eyes when mentioning it or he’d make the typical jokes about
New Jersey. If I got mad about it, he’d tell me he was joking and tell me to relax and he was just
teasing me then he’d load me with compliments. The teasing kept me on edge, but it wasn’t
something to make me truly question his character.Things were relatively normal for years.
There were some minor incidents that made me question some things but had things not taken a
turn for the worse after the deaths of his parents, I don’t think I’d have ever looked at those
incidents again. Now with 20/20 hindsight, I see clearly things he did that were some kind of
signs but not seen as that. They were things that were so infrequent they were forgotten.During
college I do remember him and his friends getting into an all-out brawl with another group of
boys on campus. There had been a bitter rivalry, so it wasn’t questioned. Being that he was
already graduated, after the fight he was banned from campus for the rest of the year. I had to go
to his house to visit him every weekend. If I tried to stay on campus to hang with my friends,
especially during the last few weeks before my graduation he made me feel guilty. No big deal,
right? He missed me, needed me and I was happy to be there for him.The problem really came
to a head when I graduated. Because of the fight and being banned, we had to make special
arrangements for him to be on campus for the graduation ceremony. Afterwards - after the
ceremony, he made a point of pulling me away from my family to cry about how much he was
hurting with not being allowed to be on campus... not being able to be with his friends. I
comforted him but there was that part of me that felt, did he have to do this now? Could it just be
about my celebration today?We eventually got engaged and were planning the wedding. He had
some very strong opinions for the wedding, and I was sure to accommodate. Wasn’t I so lucky
that my fiancé wanted to be a part of the planning? I welcomed his input; to me it meant he was



happy to get married to me.The day after I mailed the invitations we were at a friend’s home for a
big party. He was talking with the host’s brother who was heavily flirting with some girl there. This
guy was bummed he didn’t have a place to take it further. I was living in an apartment with my
college roommate about four streets away. My soon to be husband promised this guy the keys to
my apartment so he could score with this girl there. I’m pretty sure I laughed when he asked for
my keys. Realizing he was serious, I said I couldn’t believe he thought this was okay. He held it
together; I knew he was mad, but all he said was he was embarrassed.Then when we left the
party we started fighting. It became a huge fight; one we’d never had before with me sobbing
and running away from him in disbelief. He was so enraged, saying he was calling off the
wedding. I still don’t remember how we resolved that, but I know we both somehow downplayed
our parts in it. I do know that I never received any apology I felt I deserved.We got married and
for the first few years it was actually really good. He was away from his parents and he could
focus on us and our house. I got pregnant with our first about five years into the marriage and I
noticed he wasn’t as attentive to parenting duties as other friends’ husbands. He loved showing
off the baby, was very proud he had a son, but didn’t much participate in the day-to-day things.I
remember vividly holding my crying newborn, having a terrible cold and just wanting a break for
five minutes. He came home from work and could tell I was at my wits end and he said he’d take
the baby from me, but then said that with me going back to work in a few weeks he knew I’d feel
guilty leaving the baby so he didn’t want to interfere with any of the time I had with him now. So,
he didn’t take the baby to help out; his argument fought and won.Three years later his father was
felled by a massive stroke just as I learned I was pregnant with our second baby. My husband for
all intents and purposes had a mental breakdown and stopped working. There was some type of
weird connection to his dad who had some very real issues himself but was revered by all his
children regardless of the way he treated them and their mother. This breakdown prompted my
husband to go on a prescription of Xanax which somehow messed with him. It was horrible
dealing with his health issues and a very colicky baby, a three-year-old, and now a sick in-law. All
the stress had me skinner than I was on my wedding day.All his energy was focused on his dad
and his dad’s health; not me, not the baby on the way, not our first born. I slipped and fell down
the steps while pregnant and noticed some blood a few hours later. I was afraid to tell him and
then when I finally did, I was blamed for creating unneeded drama in his life. I took from that not
to bother him with my issues. My issues… that should be our issues.His parents’ health
continued to decline. He was the executor of his parent’s estates. It was when his dad passed
that he became a basket case. I seriously believe this is where things derailed. I think his dad
was the only person he feared and felt somewhat accountable to. Without his dad, there was no
longer anyone to answer to and he went full throttle into narcissistic behavior. - His mom passed
away as well a few years after his dad. He’d always seemed very close with his mom and was
very distraught over her death saying he felt guilty that he was so focused on his dad that he
didn’t notice how frail his mom was.He changed careers and started being obsessed with
money. I didn’t notice how stressed he was until we happened to be alone one night after a



family party. He’d been drinking and was being very sweet to me and I remember saying to him,
oh, there you are, you’re back, this is the boy I fell in love with. Seeing this sweet man return only
reinforced to me that this could be fixed and gave me hope that he’d be his old self
again. Around the time I got pregnant with my third child is when things really escalated; his
breakdown number-two roared into full force. I did all the planning for this baby; going out and
buying everything needed, bringing it in house, big boxes and all, and putting it all together:
cribs, changing table, all the things we’d bought. The worst was because of my age. Now a
geriatric pregnancy, meaning I was over 35-years old, I had to have prenatal genetic testing
done. He was supposed to be there at the tests but at the last minute said he didn’t need to and
that I didn’t need him, that I could answer everything the doctors asked without him. I walked into
the waiting room which was full of expectant parents; me the only solo one there. I then had to go
through invasive testing that was quite uncomfortable. He never asked about it, was never
concerned. I prayed for normal results every waking moment for weeks.Months later we all went
as a family for the ultrasound. Just as we pulled up to the doctor’s office, he said he must have
left his cell at home but kept checking his car for it. He was visibly angered by the disruption of
this appointment in his life. He barely paid attention during the exam even though our two older
kids were there, all excited to get a first glimpse of their new sibling. As soon as the appointment
was over, he left to go look for his phone.The tech pulled me aside to quietly tell me she had
noticed an anomaly but didn’t want to talk about in front of the kids. I was devastated and said I’d
just been through genetic testing and it had all been fine. She immediately backtracked and said
to disregard her statement to take those tests I’d taken already as gospel and not to worry about
what she thought she’d seen.Again, when I tried to talk to him about it, he scoffed at it and told
me not to worry and to help him find his phone. It was later confirmed that all was okay by my OB/
GYN and happily my youngest is perfect but in that moment, I was shaken and on my own in
that.My older two recognize this timeframe as the time when dad started to change. From then
on it was like a roller coaster ride. He just got increasingly worse at breakneck speed. In my
head, I had reasons I thought answered for his behavior. - It was the death of his dad he still
hadn’t healed from. - It was his new career which was extremely stressful and time-consuming. -
It was his own ill health and I needed to be more sympathetic. - I thought once things settled
down, he would too. - I just needed to help out more, and not put any added stress on him
because he had enough... then life would be back to normal.After this our fighting became more
frequent, but with me turning the other cheek. On the occasions that I did fight back, it was
frustration; me trying to just get him to understand my point of view. I tried many times to let him
know how stressed he made us all feel, to tell him how angry he was. Those type of comments
and revelations were only used against me and I took from it not to reveal my thoughts and
feelings to him. Trying to yell at him the same as he did to me would be fired back at me. I was
always seen as overreacting and he was the one who was only talking.I slowly started to retreat
into myself, focusing all my joy in my kids. I became a shell of who I was and wouldn’t have
recognized the old me anyway.I begged him to go to marital counseling and he became enraged



in that. I even tried to say I should go, since I was such a terrible wife, and needed better skills to
understand him. He balked at that as well, saying I just needed to trust in him and our love and
everything would be back to normal. I told him that I’d made an appointment with a therapist and
I wasn’t going to back out of it at the last minute.While I was in the appointment my husband kept
texting me constantly and the therapist clearly saw the strange behavior and recommended a
book on setting boundaries which started the long process of getting back to myself and to
break away.CarynEntry No. 04Something’s Not RightIt’s weird because as I sit here to write
about this, I can feel the anxiety in the pit of my stomach. The turmoil he created over such minor
things. Examples, I have a million of and I wish I was exaggerating, but I’ll write about the two
that stand out most because at those times I thought I’d see a light bulb of awareness go off for
him. Sadly, that never happened.To give a bit of a back story, among other things our
relationship was financially abusive. My ex made his career change during our marriage and
started making very large commissions. I had a very small part-time job for the sole purpose of
health benefits for our family. My paycheck was nominal, but we had excellent insurance which
helped while he was establishing his company. At this time was when we somehow started
having two bank accounts. We kept the joint account; I was in charge of our one joint account
and he’d opened up a new account for his business. He promised me that he’d give me a
monthly check to pay for the mortgage, utilities and groceries. He was always late or would
forget. This in turn put me behind on bills. I’d pay the ones I could but pushed the higher ones
off. Our mortgage was automatically deducted from our checking account and more times than I
can count the account was overdrawn and the mortgage not paid.I’d stay in the front rooms in
the house so I could grab the mail as soon as it came and hide any bills off to the side. I was
manic about when the mail would come. I had panic attacks if he was around when the mailman
came to the house. He’d question bills, hammering why were they late? Why wasn’t a credit card
paid off...? Why a charge was on there... and then always promising he’d take care of it but never
did. There were frequent times we’d get certified letters demanding payments. This one day he
was home and I didn’t get there soon enough and there was a certified letter from the mortgage
company. They were threatening foreclosure. He signed for it and opened it and the questions
and interrogation began. I flushed with embarrassment - I can feel it now. I started to cry. I told
him everything about the bills; that I never had enough money to cover them, that I’d tried asking
him to stay up on allowance and deposits for the bills, and added I knew he was stressed,
always stressed and forgetting. That put him in a bad mood, and I didn’t want to upset him more.
At one point I do remember getting a little mad and telling him it was an antiquated situation -
and almost exactly to his parents was for me to wait for a monthly house check and that I should
have equal access to money for our expenses. I do remember thinking he’ll see it now... how
much I care for him; that I didn’t want to worry or stress him out with all the other things going on
with him. That I was doing the best I could with the little money I had and the bills we had
together; bills that he had essentially forced on me.He seemed embarrassed by the situation...
that’s how I read it, more than angry with me and he softened and said we’d take care of it and I



should never be worried to ask him for money. But see it? I see it in black and white: I still had to
ask him for money. I wasn’t an equal to him.CarynEntry No. 05The SexIn the months after our
finance talk, I was subjected to subtle putdowns about it and also the reminder that he’d
behaved well; that he hadn’t gone ballistic and had been calm about his reaction. But the biggest
weight in the room was that I somehow owed him for his good behavior. That I should be thankful
that he was nice and so I should pay him back with sex... whenever and whatever he
wanted.Towards the end of our marriage when things were more broken down, I realized how
damaging to my psyche it was to just lay there and get it over with all the time. After a really bad
episode I stopped having sex with him and in that break, I slowly became stronger. - Of course,
he became more and more bitter, angry and more vengeful.At one point he cornered me
demanding a reason for my disinterest in sex. I was honest and said that I was too afraid to allow
myself to be that vulnerable in front of him. He balked at my response, dismissing it easily with,
how dare I not be interested in him. And that he was the reason I was a stay at home mom and
the reason that I had everything I needed because he provided that type of financial security. I
agreed with him yet pointed out that emotionally he was absent. He couldn’t understand me. No
matter how I tried to explain to him he just became more enraged.About a week or so after that
happened, I was asleep on the living room sofa, my new bed of a few months now, and he
startled me by showing up right next to it; something he never did. I jumped up and immediately
sat up and curled up into the side of the sofa. He sat down on the other end and tried in his usual
way. He started in with how much he missed me, how important it was for a man and his wife to
be intimate and close. He grabbed my foot and I pulled back in fear. He saw it and became
enraged. He saw the fear and said there was something seriously wrong with me for being afraid
of him and demanded, “How dare you!?”I immediately started sobbing. How could a man see
fear in his wife’s eyes and berate her for that? How could he not see it was him? I knew then that
I had to do something, and I called an attorney a few days later. It was horrible but it started me
on the road to leaving him a few months later.CarynEntry No. 06The KidsAs any mother thinks of
their kids, their children are their world. It becomes more important when you’re married to
someone with a malignant personality disorder. The kids become more than just your world,
they’re the only source of joy you have, the only bit of hope you hold onto, and the one thing you
vow to protect. That’s how it was for me. I put everything into my children.Each of my three
children is as different as the other, and each one holds a special place in my heart for each of
those differences. The first two grew up with a father that was mostly present; in the earlier years
most of his withdrawing and cruelty was aimed at me. My older two children a boy and girl, 21
and 18 respectively have a much different experience than my youngest, my other boy who’s
nine.They can’t remember, but of course I do, that he came to every doctor appointment when I
was pregnant with my first and was somewhat helpful when I went back to work. We were
ecstatic when we got pregnant with our second and then a few months later, he was too involved
with his dad’s health and recovery to be present with doctor appointments or be there for our
three-year old.I remember when my water broke worrying about having to tell him. After her birth



he seemed overjoyed that we had a daughter and then went right back to spending all his time
with his own dad. Our daughter had severe colic and I was frazzled. I lost all the pregnancy
weight and then kept losing. I lost so much I was again skinnier than when we married. He
couldn’t handle the baby’s crying and would either stay on a different floor of the house and huff
and puff about me not being able to quiet her or go off to his parents. At this same time, he was
having constant chest pain. He’d quite work because of his heart problems.Our nanny was
getting older, and my daughter’s needs because of the colic made a bad situation. It became
clear that it was time for me to become a full-time mom. I had to leave my job, which I was quite
happy about. My daughter was put on medication for reflux and she soon started smiling and
was the happiest baby!He tells anyone and everyone that he doesn’t remember the first year of
the baby’s life, that he never changed a diaper. There were two ways he’d tell this story. Told to
me, it was to make me feel guilty for all he’d missed; when told to others, the diaper part was
smug. It made me wonder, was he proud not to change diapers?When things with his dad finally
settled some, he seemed to get back to his old self. He’d play and joke with our two children and
occasionally help out with daily care. He didn’t undermine me much except when he wanted to
look like the fun dad. - One thing that I always remember him saying to them was, “What would
you guys do if mom and dad ever got divorced? Who would you live with?”I remember the first
time he said it and I reprimanded him saying, “Why would you ask such a thing?”He told me to
relax, he was only joking - but insisted they answer, he pushed until they did. My son said it
would depend on who was asking for the divorce; that he would live with the other. I was able to
shrug this off at the time because it seemed like such a crazy idea and he’d do it as if he was
joking around but now, I see how orchestrated it was.It was after his parents had both passed
and we realized it was now or never for another baby. I had issues with my periods and the
doctor told me I was in perimenopause and would have great difficulty getting pregnant again. I
was devastated and so was my husband - or he acted as if he was. I researched some natural
remedies and got pregnant surprisingly within a month or two. I didn’t even tell him I suspected I
was pregnant wanting to surprise him. What stands out is when I went to tell him he was
consumed about something at work and I could tell in a bad mood. I decided to wait.Always a
concern, his mood. When I finally did tell him, his attitude was a little off. He was extremely proud
of himself for getting me pregnant, but his demeanor towards me was more like I had done what
I was expected to do - get pregnant.The pregnancy progressed with him embarrassingly absent.
His health issues again escalated, and he went into a full-blown breakdown. He was
exceptionally horrible to me at this time. Nothing came before his business; everything was
about him building this business and the relationships surrounding it. This was my justification
for him starting to act out. I’d think it’s because he’s stressed, has so much pressure on him;
once his business is stable, he’ll be back just like he bounced back when our daughter was a
baby.
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RW, “Knowledge is Power. I would highly recommend this book to anyone who has walked
through the torment of narcissistic/sociopathic abuse, anyone who knows someone affected by
this abuse, or anyone studying personality disorders. At the end of the day, I would recommend
this book to everyone because becoming aware of the manipulative behavior of these sadistic
beings is what will stop them in their tracks. Knowledge is power!As a survivor of sociopathic
abuse, reading this book was a bittersweet experience for me. It was a dark read; I felt angry and
extremely sad at the same time. I think it solidified that fact that these demon people are real,
this insidious evil exists. I still fight everyday to know that I did nothing to deserve the abuse I
endured. I think reading this book got me there. Reading these women’s stories was chilling. And
quite frankly, if I hadn’t gone through what I did, I probably would’ve felt, at best, that they were
grossly exaggerating. But I KNOW. When they described the mannerisms, the phrases used, the
behavior, the EVERYTHING, it chilled me and made me feel sick and emotional. These
monsters are real and very sick.On the flip side, I felt so validated as I read this book. These
women are warriors. They went through hell but made their way through. And after reading about
their strength and determination, I realized that I can make it through too!”

mae williams, “Must have reading On sociopathic , dark triad relations !. This is a very excellent
book, to get a good inside view on dysfunctional relationships.These are the relationships
recounted by the victims as it happened. If you have had experience w the issue of sociopathic
relationships or you would like to know more about the dynamic...this is one of the best books.I
highly recommend it.”

Naicele o Noronha, “Excellent book!. I highly recommend this book, this is an excellent reading
to get a good inside view on dysfunctional relationships and all abuses the woman can go
through with false love.”

Katy, “Much needed if you’ve had the misfortune to come across these beasts. I chose this
because I’ve had two therapy sessions with Jennifer which have been amazing, and I loved
hearing about other survivors stories. It is so empowering to see them win and now that I will too”

melina, “Inspired. I am excited to get this book into my hands, and dive into these stories.”

Darlene Nolin, “Inspirational!. Five compelling true stories of false love gone terribly wrong. The
lives of these five women are shaken by preditors who use them for their own gain for power and
control. All five women triumphantly detach from their toxic relationships to find the light at the
end of the tunnel.  There is life after toxic partners and it's a wonderful life.”

lili sanchez, “Subhuman filth with delusions of grandeur. Eerily exactly what my supremely



creepy psychopathic “german teacher” con artist; the fake charm ted bundy sex addict 43 yr old
man on st Lawrence street with the grotesque prisoner tattoos that sleeps with teenagers did to
a T...Sheer insanity and pure marriage fraud embezzling of funds and hardened shameless
criminal hiding under the noses of corrupt inept cops and bosses to whom he lies doing nazi
salutes and scamming his women students physically assaulting even threatening with knifes
and death threats, and disgusting violence because of his extreme cowardice ; nothing but
disgusting coercion.. sick pervert/pimp/pedophile with witnesses with a huge harem bedding
minors. It’s like they all have a manual and the creep still teaches for now while the news do their
fact checking.. only a matter of time till his grotesque sick lifestyle explodes like an oversized
nasty pus filled pimple staining everyone’s lives with their disgusting filthiness... this one is
particularly pathetic and thinks he is satan.. I’ve never laghed harder in my life at what a pathetic
loser he is and he was the poorest of all my “boyfriends” what the hell was i think.. and worst sex
ever.. pornofraphic and disgusting.. he calls himself daddy and the germinator and has a bunch
of kids it’s grotesque and he hurts animal.. and he looks at himself in the mirror like in American
psycho because he doesn’t know the first thing about satisfying a woman., because he is
pathologically self absorbedthese monsters belong behind bars with their warts and
neurosyphilis raping 12 years because children by definition do not have consent and 43 year
old men should just grow up and accept who they are.. these sick perverts are full on filthy and
pathetic mama’s boys with a mental age of a 2 year old constantly scamming and deceiving..
thank you for opening our our eyes to these weak roaches of society who are need us, who
clearly don’t need them .. all they offer is debt, std, psycopathy and child raping ewww”

The book by Jennifer Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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